What if you could obtain scientific-based evidence that your scale is accurate enough for your needs, guaranteeing high quality and protecting your profit? An Italian company did just that to become a trusted supplier to the food, pharmaceutical and nutraceutical industries. Thanks to GWP® Verification, it is assured that its equipment produces raw materials with reliably high quality.

A major Italian manufacturer of flavors and fragrances operates in both the food and pharmaceutical industries. It produces herbal extracts and flavors used in cosmetics and beverages and sells raw materials to the nutraceuticals industry. The slightest influence could produce a result outside of accuracy requirements. That is why, like many companies, it is especially important for this business to know the status of its weighing equipment. that their brand of beverages taste the same all around the world.

Advantages
- Scientific-based assurance of high-accuracy
- Reduces out-of-specification results and product giveaway
As a knowledgeable partner, METTLER TOLEDO assessed all of the lab’s balances using its science-based methodology called GWP® Verification. GWP® Verification proves that balances and scales are accurate and meet process quality and regulatory requirements. Furthermore, GWP® Verification provides all information needed to calibrate and test weighing equipment efficiently. This service is available for all balances and scales from any supplier.

The flavor and fragrance manufacturer received summary reports highlighting the suitability of its weighing equipment for its specific weighing applications. The GWP® Verification assessment identified several borderline balances with very tight tolerances that could have led to inaccurate weighing results. By knowing the status of its weighing equipment, the company reduced out-of-specification results and product giveaway. Armed with this information, the quality control manager now can effectively determine optimal tolerance levels specific to each balance or scale in its process.

Thanks to the only science-based performance verification in the market, the company has improved their product quality and has upheld its prestigious reputation. “This is the best money I have spent this year,” says the quality control manager.

To learn more about how your business can benefit from GWP® Verification, visit:
www.mt.com/GWPVerification